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The 60m PERINI NAVI-built sailing yacht 

PERSEUS^3 is the epitome of high-performance, 

and a dream sailing yacht for the discerning 

yachts man or woman.

Conceived to be extremely competitive in 

superyacht regattas PERSEUS^3’s carbon 

mast was built by Future Fibres and is among 

the three tallest rigs in the world! Together with 

her powerful sails and twin rudders she truly has 

advanced sailing capabilities.









The main deck cockpit is the favoured spot for 

alfresco dining with an extendable dining table 

for up to 12 and a full service bar to starboard. 

With curved glass enclosing the area to 

protect it from the elements, the aft cockpit ‘U’ 

shaped and covered seating area aft is perfect 

for aperitifs before dinner.





PERSEUS^3 boasts a flexible layout, with 

accommodation for 12 guests across five spacious 

cabins, including a master suite, with private salon, 

office and his and hers ensuite facil it ies with bath 

and shower.

Perseus^3 ‘s additional guest accommodations

comprise two VIP cabins and two convertible twins,

each of which comes with an integrated audio-visual

entertainment system and luxurious amenities.















SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: Perini Navi

LOA: 60.00 m (196’ 10”)

Crew: 11

Built: 2015

Refit: 2020/2022

Accommodation: 12 guests

Cabin configuration: 3 doubles, 2 Twins

Speed: 12 knots

TENDERS

6.2m Pascoe “beach lander“ tender

Additional 55’ MJM available separately

TOYS

2 x Standup paddleboards

2 x Kayaks

8 x Kite board sets

2 x Wakeboards

4 x E -foils

2 x Sets waterskis with slalom

2x Seabobs

Surfboards

1 x Four person donut

2 x One person inflatable

6m Waterslide from flybridge

Various adult and child size snorkels

8 x Full sets of dive gear

Fully equipped dive compressor with nitrox

Rendezvous diving only

4 x Electric mountain bikes

Various board games, cards and electronic games available

Onboard barbeque on the flybridge

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT 

Ten person Jacuzzi on the foredeck

Ozone treated and heated water

Peloton stationary bike, weights and yoga mats

Massage table and massage mat

KEY FEATURES

78m tall carbon mast among the three tallest rigs ever built

Exceptional sailing performance

Highly professional, experienced and enthusiastic long 

term Captain and Crew

Steinway player piano

Beach barbeque equipment including table, tent and 

charcoal barbeque

Ten person Jacuzzi on the foredeck

6m Waterslide from flybridge

 

Advertising of the above vessel in either printed publications on the internet or in any other medium 
is not permitted without prior permission from the Owner via the Central Agent.

All particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed.


